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Florida’s warm weather and favorable tax climate attract many people seeking integrated, preemptive tax
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planning. Knowing your tax advice will be both adroit and compliant is an imperative. A Williams Parker client
would also say it can be liberating.
At Williams Parker, we have deep knowledge not only of the federal landscape, but of Florida’s highly specific
state and local tax laws. We offer the real advantage of nearly a century of experience. Our approach minimizes
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our clients’ tax liabilities without sacrificing personal or business objectives, while upholding the ethical
principles essential to the tax system. Our tax attorneys are consummate researchers, deeply educated on
current tax topics, and widely respected in the legal and business realms for their acumen and tenacity. They
serve in tax law leadership positions at the state and national levels and attract clients from leading enterprises
in every sector. Businesses engage our attorneys as tax guides and defenders.
Our tax practice serves corporations, real estate investors, executives, estates, and much more. If an audit
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should occur, our attorneys defend you and negotiate on your behalf before the Internal Revenue Service National
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Office, the Florida Department of Revenue, and the United States Tax Court. We guide our clients through every
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tax maze, providing confidential, invaluable counsel and support.
Since our founding by J. J. Williams Jr. in 1925, we have been working to provide our clients with advice,
information, and peace of mind. Mr. Williams carefully guided our firm and his clients through the depths of the
Great Depression with creativity and effort. His founding principles of excellence guide us today. At Williams
Parker, our history speaks for itself.
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